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1

A S'IUDY OF THE THEl'-1E OF EMOTIONAL CANNIBALISM A.t-ID
ITS EFFECTS ON CHARACTERS FRCl'1 SELECTED IDRKS OF

HENRY J At'1ES

INI'ROOOCTION

Tne consensus of critics about Henry Janes is that "He is
an author who is difficult for English readers , because he is
Arrerican; and who is difficult for Anericans because he is
1
&lropean. 11
Having read this staterrent . the writer becane roore
curious than ever about Henry Janes and his works .
Janes saw manners and conventions as enriching, not as
destroying, human nature; for this reason , he was attracted to
the British, t heir tradition and their sense of propriety. Janes
wrote that the English have a "sort of coating of correly varnish
and color.

'lhey have been sm::>othed and polished by mutual social

attrition. 'lhey have manners and langua~ ." 2 It was in England
am::mg t·-ie people with "manners and a language" that Jarres lived
the major part of his life . Being a keen observationist , Janes
becane concerned with persons achieving IIX)re sense of life; persons

1 T. s. Eliot , "A Prediction in Rega.m to 'lhree Engllsh Authors :
Henry Janes ; J . G. Frazer; F. H. Bradley", Vanity Fair , (February , 1924) ,
p. 16.
2 Henry Janes , as quoted in F. W. Dupee, Henry Janes , (New York:
1956) • p . 64 .
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nurdering life in themselves and in others ; and persons nourishing
the sentience in the people about them.

Janes began to see life

as a struggle for consciousr.ess and asked himself the question:
''What is it in human beings that soothers their minds and reduces
their clarity of vision?" 1 Janes ' s search for an answer to his
question led him to the use of a central thene that he always
pointed out in the "story behind the story" in alm:>st all his works .
'lllis thene led the writer to the purpose for this study : 'lbat is ,
to show that erootional cannibalism fails to allay the appetite
of the intervener, poisons his sources of feeling and deprives him
of sensitive power; it paralizes the sensory activity of the
assaulted, dims his consciousness and anesthetizes his ability to
cope with society .
To thoroug)1].y study Jarres ' s reaction to this thene of eootional
cannibalism, the writer has chosen to use neanings , references ,
and analyses of interacting character qualities and social
relationships in specific characters from Daisy Miller;,
of

~

Lion, 'lhe Pu.oil, 'Ihe Path of Duty, 'lhe 'furn

~

~~

Death

Screw,

and Tne 'Iwo Faces .

1 Osborn Andreas , ~ Janes and the Exoanding Horizon,
(Seattle: University ofWashington~ss , 19~8) , p . 2.
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In view of Janes ' s non- literal terminology applied to sinple
terms , the writer has felt it necessary to define the following
from the Janesian point of view, since they will be used as such
in this 11terary study :
1. "&notional cannibalism" is the illusion that one's
own life can gain nourishnent from indulgence in acts
of aggression on lives of other human beings .
2. ''Modes of intervention" are the reans of projecting
innuential force into the personal 11ves of others
which are as following:
a.

"Opinion" is an irrpression privately held or
publically expressed by one individual about
the m:>ral conduct of another.

b.

'~ddllng" is one' s interference by an obert deed
in personal matters which are none of his concern.

c.

"Parasitism" is the act of one' s seeking
financial support from another without fair
exch~ of sorething else .

d.

"Coercion" is an individual' s insistence upon
another to comnit an injurious deed.

e.

"Exploitation" is disrespect for one ' s own erootional
individuality of another person.

f.

''Revenge" is self- aggrandize:n:ent at the expense
of someone who deserves to pay .

4

Janes

Saitl

and studied in life the harm people inflicted on

others and thernselves by deeds of em:>tional cannibalism exercised
through m:>des of intervention. Janes ' s often used there of em:>tional.
cannibalism was fonred from his concept of human behavior in a
corrupt society.

One' s own consciousness grows by nurturing the

consciousness of others , one' s own tolerance diml.nishes only for
those with whom soim degree of reciprocation is inpossible and
for those em:>tional cannibals who attenpt to evade and suppress
others , then care lll.lSt be taken to guard agpinst one ' s mm irrpulse
to~ards a retaliatory and counter offensive act because such action
would expend a portion of one' s own precious fund of consciousness .
Defeat is inevitable for the person who exercises errotional
cannibalism because one cannot procure from others that strength
which can only cone from within.

With this theory of Janes , the

writer forned the basic hypothesis of tnis study and will further
show, through characters in works illustrating Janes ' s there of
em:>tional cannibalism, that em:>tional cannibalism is st1mu.lated by
an em:>tional need within the intervener-.

He assaults his victim

with an aggressive act which results 1n social, rroral , em:>tional ,
or physical destruction for the intervener, assaulted and often
other unconcerned and innocent persons.

5

CHAPIERI
JAMES' S 'l'H0v1E OF EMOI'IONAL CANNIBALIS1 AN OO'IGROWI'H

OF SQ'-'IE ASPECTS OF HIS LIFE AND

RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

Henry Janes , an aristocrat born in deroocratic Anerica, was
sensitive , artistic, and widely read.

It was never necessary for

him to work, for his family had a comfortable incone . By nature

and by circumstances, Janes belong;ed to the leisure class .

He was

automatically drawn to those societies with rich heritages and
refined manners . As Percy ll.lbbock wrote:
'Ihe world with which he thus sought to identify
him':ielf was a small affair by mst of our
neasurenents . It was a circle of sensibilities
that it might be easy to dismiss as h,ypertrophied
and over civilized, too deeply sroothered in the
veils of artificial life to rep.38 too ruch
patient attention • • • In the social scene •••
wherever its forms have been mst rubbed and toned
by hands of succeeding generations , there be
found , not an obliteration of sharp character,
but a positive enhancenent of it , with the whole
of its past crowded into its bosom. l
To

clear up rnan.v ani>iguities of Henry Janes, the writer, one

must know the family relationship and sone thoughts and philosophies
of Henry Janes , the father , especially those that possibly influenced
young Janes to the extent that they were reflected in his works .

l Percy ll.lbbock, "Introduction" to the Letters of Henry Janes,
Scribner' s 1920) , p . xx:v.

(New York:
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One can quickly see the list of peculiar circwnstances in Jarres's
life which seened necessary to corrplete or make the ld.nd of man
he was :

particularly, his family , his education, an injured back,

and travel.

Each fact sent circles upon his 1mag:Lnation, which

he spent seventy- three years refinini;, altering, disguising and
mald.ng into independent forms to use in his works .

"We wholesonely

breathed inconsistency and ate and drank contradictions ," said
J arres of himself and his brothers and sister.

William and Henry

were the two oldest children, William being Henry ' s elder by
sixteen ronths.

Wilkie, Bob, and Alice were the unspoiled children

of this inconsistency and freedom.

The fact of growing up in

such a family reverberates throupjlout the author ' s life .

It gave

him a point of reference and the unconscious courage to be himself

always .

It gave him the incontestible right to the bent of his own

imagination. 1 William and Henry were always close; it i·,as strange
that Henry could always read William, but William could less and
less read Henry as the years went by. 2 The father' s wish was that
William and Henry should not narro:o1 themselves to the extent of
expousing a profession:

What he wanted them to do instead was just

to be sonething, sonething unconnected with soecific doings , sonethin~

free and uncorrmitted.

It anused youn13 Janes that this

1 Elizabeth stevenson, The Crooked Corridor, (New Yor~: Macnrl.llan
Conpany, 1949) , p . 3.

2 Ibid. , p • 4•
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reason should have been urged in response to William's early wish
to beco!lB an artist , an arooition habitually condenned by their
father. When Henry began to write it was put to him, "with the
finest bewildering eloquence . • • that this too was narrowing. "
Pemaps the parental preference for vagueness , thougtl expressed
with all the benignity in the world, helps to explain the purposive,
professional spirit in which James applied himself to his chosen
calling from the~ of twenty-one . 1 'lhe yotmg James ' s family
was strictly guided by a philosophic father, a conpassionate roother
in whom they all, father and children, sirrply rested and a long
llne of governesses , 2 which could have possibly accounted for
Henry James ' s constant use and treat11Bnt of governesses in his works .
'lhe elder Henry James ' s theory of education was sinple .

He

feared pedantry and rigidity; he had a horror of do@m and of rooral
judge11Bnts .

He wanted to spare his children the sufferings of his

own boyhood.

His solution was to throw them into many schools and

let them find their own feet • '.therefore, yotmg James attended many
boys ' schools in Anerica and &trope and had many tutors of different
nationalities.

In school subjects , young James was hardly roore than

an idiot , for he was too hig-)1].y imagi.native .

1 D.

w.

Jefferson,

His mtnd could take up

Henry James, (New York: Grove Press, 1960) ,p . 6.

2 Stevenson, ~ • cit ., p . 4.
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a fact only after his imagination had worked to transform that fact . 1
'Ihe "theory" • if the elder Jarres ' s ideas on education could be called
anything so formal , produced 1n young Jarres the feeling that he had

been given no standard by which to judge the facts of life he saw
around him.

He felt forced, he reasoned later, to pay attention

to everything, and by this process could seek to bring order, reason,
and corrm:>n sense out of the ~orld' s chaos . 2 'Ibis feeling,
established early in young Jarres ' s life , was the beginning influence
which led him to fornulate his own opinions of life as an endless
struggle of mm to gain and maintain individuality in society.
These opinions he later revealed 1n his works througn the thene of
errotional cannibalism.
'lhe aspect of religion in young Janes ' s life IlllSt not be passed

lightly, because his religious beliefs had a direct bearing on the
fornulation of his thene of errotional cannibalism.

Henry Janes

Senior had liberated himself from the strict Calvinism of his
formidable father; and young Jarres ' s rrother, an ex- Calvinist, soon
converted herself to her husband' s unorthodox outlook. 3 'Ihe elder
Jarres used universal analogy to criticize post Cartesian world view

l Ibid., p . 6.

2 Leon F.del, ~ Jarres: The Untried Years, Vol. I. (New York:
Lippincott Colll)any, 1953) , p . llo.

3 Jefferson, 2E.• cit., p . 4.
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and to procl aim a religion of consciousness.

His philosophy was :

Wnat "1as denonstrated to man tTDJSt be done in society ; the demonstration
rrust lie in the ind1vidual ' s oerception of his actual relation to his
fellows .

Nature and the existing society made up one' s "theatre of

exoerience" and he rrust judge of i ts inequities on the basis of the
difference between existi.11g social relationships , based on
self-righteousness and existing attitudes toward nature , based on
acquisitiveness , and the vecy dissimilar state of affairs which
his heart was proq:>ted to wish for.

'lne difference could not be

ignored; the existing society could not be d1sm1.ssed; individuals
were inplicated in it; its 1~qu1ti es were si.nply human faults
in magnified form. 1 Thus elder Janes renected his religio-social
thought essentially '~Janesian" to his family of four boys and one
girl.

As a part of their religious instruction, elder Janes saw to

it that his children attended churches of rrany different faiths .
'!his usual procedure was supplerrented by a good deal of general
discussion of religion within the family circle .

The result of all

this exposure was that while young Janes becane hig;i1y sensitive
to the spiritual life , he failed to respond to the claims of any
particular church. 2 Churchgoing for young Janes in u:>ndon or

1 Quentin Anderson, 'Ihe Arrerican Henry Janes , (New Jersey:
Rutgers University Press , 1957) , p . 20 .
2 H. T. McCarthy, Henry Janes :
Yoseloff Corrpany, 1957) , p . 32 .

Tne Creative Process , (New Yor'.<:
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.Anerica was essentially a participation in a social phenorrenon rather
than a religious experience.

If it could be said that young Janes

had a personal religion, it was a reysticism conpounded of rreditation

and coITJTD.U1ion with spirits and forces , vaguely discerned, yet acutely
felt in a dim institutional "beyond. 11 On one hand, he was inclined
toward Pascalian intuition.
churches and cathedrals.

He worshipped in solitary visits to

Within the orbit of "consciousness,"

young Janes had constructed, by m1.ddle life , his series of shrinesthe shrine of art, tradition, rrorallty; his own religion of beauty,
and the religion of consciousness- a worship alrrost pagan, were it
not so h i ~ sophisticated of the powers , forces and divinities
to whom he had ever been loyal.

'Ihat included the guiding spirit

of his writing table , which he familiarly addressed as "Mon bon, 11
the unseen but strongly experienced strength within him that was
his creative power.
Anderson was :

1

Janes ' s "fundarental premise" according to

''Man suffers from an alienation from the source of

love and truth." 2 In so far as he is in touch with this source ,
he knows "reality, 11 a reflection of his

O\'m

consciousness which

he shares with the divinity . 3 'lhis reality is known by rreans of
the conscience of "God in us • 11 Tne alternative to a knowledge

1 F.del, op. cit ., p . ill.
2 Quentin Anderson, "'!be 'lwo
(1946) , p . 518 .

3 Ibid., p . 519.

Henry Janes" , Scrutiny,

x.JY
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of "reality" is

a knowledge of "appearances" only; and appearances

are known by the self.

'!he cosmic drama is therefore one of conflict

between appearances and reality and our history is that of a struggle
between conscience and the self, one seeking to refer all that
exists to the divine nature cormon to us , the other seeking to
engross all existence and separate man from man. 1 Janes further
believed that virture consisted of self- abnegp.tion, and that suprerre
virtue was in the renunciation of identity in God.

Vice was

"self-righteousness ." 2 It was this basic religious belief that
Janes expressed in universal terms by using the there of em:>tional
cannibalism in his works .
At seventeen, young J am:?S incurred back 1nj ury while trying to
put out a fire .

Wnen the Civil War cane , he found hirmel f itmX)bolized

at a tine when all his f'riends were going into the active , the
public, and the drama.tic life .

He was alone, different , and he was

Janes was unable to serve in the arnw and spent those first

hurt .

two years of carnage with the worren in Newport , the Newport of
pre- t~rcoon deys , which he was ever after describing in such terms
as shy, s·11eet , and m:xlest , contrasting it consciously or not , to the

ragtng horror of the battlefields from which he was absent.
could not but wonder if the ''hurt" which did not prevent him,

l

Ibid., p . 520 .

2Ibid. , p . 521.

One
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apparently, from leading a normal life was really sufficient , at
l east i n the depths of his own conscience to exenpt him from service .
It does not stretch the 1mag1.nation to see James thereafter conmitted
to a life w1 thout sex because he had failed as a man, by his own
inner lights , at a tine when it counted nost to be one . 1 Of his
injury , James wrote :

Ill- health, physical suffering in one ' s younger years
is a grievous trial; but in spite of it , we feel the
joy of youth ••• 'lhe freshness of inpression and desire ;
the hope , the curiosity, the vivacity, the sense of
the richness; and the IJ\YStery of the world that lies
before us • '!here is an enchantrrent in all that which
talces a heavy dose of pain to quench •••• 2
Indeed James did plunge into the IJ\YSteries of the world around and
before him.

His back injury resulted in isolation and loneliness ,

which acted to for ce the luxuriant gro~rth of his creative faculties
and established the third influence in the developrrent of his theme
of enotional cannibalism.
At nineteen, James went to Harvard where he spent a good deal
of each da,y lying in bed reading law books half- heartedly and
watching the horresick soldiers drill on the college grounds • J al'l'Es
mixed the misery of his personal hurt with the rrelancholy of the

L Louis Auchinclass , "'!he World of Henry James~ Show, Vol. Dr,
(August , 1964) , p. 51.

2 F. o. Matthiessen, Notebooks of
Knopf Corrpany, 1947) , p . 35 .

Henry

James , (New York:
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public catastrophe .

He wrote

irany

years later in his nem:,irs:

One had the sense ••• of a huge conprehensive
ache and there were hours at Which one
could scarce have told whether it cam:? m:,st
from one' s own poor organism, still so
young and so neant for better things , but
which had suffered particular wrong, or from
the inclosi ng social body, a body rent
with a thousand wounds and that thus treated
one to the honour of a sort of tragic fellowship . 1
Jam:?s never conpletely recovered from this injury, but he managed
to build his fiction on normal thoughts , ideas, and social
relationships .

'lhere has been no evidence 1n his books of a creator

who had a blinded or a crippled appreciation of the passions- the
normal passions . 2 Jam:?s was physically incapacitated; yet, it
would seem from the evidence presented that his accident and the
six year period afterward spent in isolation 1n order to gain partial
recovery served as the turning point in his life; for it was during
that period that Jam:?s realized that he would be physically
handicapped thro~out his life.

Anta~nism for a sheltered life

caused his irna.ginative mind to seek an alternative to conpensate
for his weal.<:ened body.

'Ihus , Jam:?s visualized his thene of em:>tional

cannibalism, decided to make writing his "whole life" and set out
to study h1..ll1Bn situations necessary to develoo this thene to its

1 Stevenson, 9E.· cit ., p . 8.
2 Ibid., p .

8.
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fullest extent throU€1l his works .
Having been previously exposed to :&lropean life , Jaims made
his first adult trip back to :&lrope as a semi- invalid six years
after his accident.

'Ihe joy that he felt in finding the new world

of his irnagl.nation was accorrpanied by the fear of a physical break
down.

However, there was nothing languid about his plunge into

Europe.

It was strenous , an intoxication of the a~,rakening powers

of imagination. 1 'lhe difference which "Europe" ma.de was that he
found at last a society thick enougp and conplicated enough for the
exercise of his social imagination.

It 1•1ould be a serious

misunderstanding of Jaims to consider his flight from America to
Europe as a confession of weakness , of a lack of stamina, of a
confession of art- fol:'-art ' s sake attitude or of general thinness .
He went from the thin to the thick, from the corrparatively sinple

toward the conparatively corrplex, into a rich culture where i nfinite
possibilities in all forms attracted susceptible characters. 2
Jaims revealed his attitude toward his two honelands when he
stated:

"Europe is form without spirit ; America is spirit without

form, and those who deny the irrportance of form are as wrong as
those who deny the inportance of spirit. 11 3 In view of this factor

l Ibid. , p . 9.
2 Henry Janes as quoted by J . A. Ward 1n 'lhe ~ t i o n of

Disaster, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press , 9 l p.

3 Stevenson, .2E.• cit ., p . 9.

37.
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not only did Janes see , but he really began to feel his therre as an
intimate part of his life- the individual, representing the vital
principle of life, entangled in the conplex society and the forms
which life mig."lt take. J arres had found his place in going to Europe,
but he did not becorre a Ellropean. He sinply capitalized on his
experiences gained from both countries ; he siJlt:>ly mixed the two
explosive qualities , the Alrerican character and the European culture;
and in the midst of the reluctant conflicts, he picked out his

material. 1 For him, society , which he took to be his field, was
the danger and wonder of people- people whose corrparative rooney and
leisure gave them the opportunity to get into trouble , to form
relationships which would be subject to conflict .

Therefore ,

Henry Jarres ' s experiences in travels from Arrerica and Ellrope becarre
a potent factor in influencing the developrrent of his therre of
erootional cannibalism.
Young Jarres had been taught early in life that evil consisted
of the constraints which civilization put uoon the individual,
constraints that prevented one from fulfilling his God- given destin_y ,
since the individual owed all he had to his inheritance and to the
society in which he was born.

2

Jarres , with his keen observative

nature and in:aginative power, reached the final point in the

1 Ibid., p . 10 .
2 Edel, ~ • cit ., p .

35.
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developmmt of his thene of enotional cannibalism.

Jarres saw evil

as an absolute which ?IUlSt be distinguished from nere failures in
manners or violations of conventions , tho~ evil existed in close
relation to extrenely formal and relative social standards. 1 Jrures

presuned a traditional conception of evil, yet dramatized it in
rarefied social conflicts .

It is a tribute to Jarres ' s range and

his sophistication that he retained the absolute rroral spec.1-fications
of religious orthodoxy in his worldly setting while dealing with his
psychologically conplex characters , using various nethods to achieve
11terary realism. 2

In the later years , of Jrures ' s life , he atterrpted to retire and

live in Rye , but he found that the loneliness of the country was m.:>re
than he could bear; for he was separated from people and society ,
which he had used so long as the f'rrurework of his thene of errotional
cannibalism in his works .

He expressed this when he wrote :

I can no longer stand the solitude and confinenent ;
the imrobillzation of that contracted comer in
these shortening and darkening weeks and m.:>nths •••
'lhese thi~ have the worst effect upon ire- and I
fled to London pavenents , lanplights , shopfronts ,
taxi' s and f'riends ; amid all of which I have :recovered
nw equilibrium excellently , and shall do so still m.:>re . 3

1 Ibid., p . 36 .
2

Ward , ~ • cit., p . 39.

3 Ibid., p. 40.
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Hence , Janes went to London and spent his last years working on
his two l ast novels :

~ ~ of the Past and

which were published posthwrously in 1917.

'.!!:!:.. Ivory

Tower•

It would seem, in view

of this action• that even 1n the declining years of J rures ' s life ,
he was unable to separate himself from his work.

Only throllE!11

writing coul d he prove himself a "whole man" and he was inspired
by people and society which furnished the situations involved in
the developrrent of his roost prevalent therre-errotional cannibalism.
Janes was not an intimidated and sidetracked artist , but a
writer who understood both himself and the society 1n which he
lived, and a writer who was able to s~ just what he rreant about
nations and human beings . 1 What he chose was to be the recorder
of the ioommts and ten;,erairents in which acuteness of nerves ,
eiootion, and intelligence were ma.de possible by scrupulosity of
manners ,

by keenly developed strategies of behavior and conm.mication,

by a sense of the evil and treachery that constantly prey upon life ,
and by an awareness that exoeriences are never so vivid as when
its security was threatened and its confidence rebuffed.

Danger,

risk, and evil thus becarre the instrurrents whereby intelligence
realized its hi8tlest potentialities .

Janes stated:

"Experience,

as I see it, is our apprehension and our rreasure of what happens
to us as social creatures ••• " 2 It was by his exercise of this

l Edel, ~• cit., p . 71.
2 Henry Janes, Fifteen Short Stories , Introduction ed. by
Morton D. Zabel , (New York: Bantam Books , 1961) , p . xvii.
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principle that James was able to make his characters and their
situations often so obscure or margtnal to the greater events
and forces of their time , registers or reflectors of what those
events actually meant and of what was becomtng of mankind during
one of its great periods of social change and rroral crisis . 1
James took the inpressions of his life, both good and bad; used
the philosophies his father had so sternly taught him; used
advantageously his income to travel and gain new experiences ;
forced his physical injury to become a tool of mental and spiritual
awakening; fonrulated his opinions , and roved proudly into his
career, that of writing fiction.

He broadened his associations and

centered his observations around the individual and society, focusing
upon the harm people did to themselves and others througtl evil
which he interpreted as originating in the intellect and revealing
its force through errotional suffering.

It is this theme that the

writer will attenpt to prove James ' s characters inacted in conflicting
social situations .

1 Ibid., p . xviii.
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CHAPl'ER II

JAMES' S THEME OF EMOTIONAL CANNIBALIS\1:
THROUGH MODES OF INI'ERVENrION IS A UNIVERSAL PATI'ERN
IN HUMAN BEOOS

Tne term emotional cannibalism signified to Jarres that tendency
in hwran nature to obtain erotional nourishm:mt :f'rom indulgence
in acts of aggression on other hurran beings . 1 Jarres ' s central
idea of erotional cannibalism did not result from a reflection on
any historical or roralistic thinldng on the therapeutics of conduct

during any specific era; his there of erotional cannibalism was
an observation of life as he sai•T it. 2 His fiction dealt with
ren and woren whose contending styles of behavior recurred wherever
human beings were; whatever their historical era; or their race;
or level in the economic or social strata of their tine.

Jarres ' s

fiction dealt with interacting character-qualities that were
ancient and contenporary; those were qualities that resulted in
the developrent of an emotional cannibal.

'lhose qualities , according

to Jarres , formed a universal pattern in hunan beings because they

did not wear the garments of the tine and place in which Jarres
lived; but in them:ielves have remained ageless and classless , lying

dormant in every hurran being, waiting to be awakened by interacting
social relationships . 3

l Andreas , ~ ·, cit., p . 22
2 Ibid. , p . 22

3 ~ - , p . 23
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It will be the purpose of this chapter to show Janes ' s idea
of society and its relationship to the individual; explain the
rtr>des of intervention which will be used in the analysis of JaI'll:!s ' s
works relative to the there of enotional cannibalism, and to show
the universality of Janes ' s there as it is set off by connicting
social relationships in a corrupt society.

Janes ' s idea of universal

enotional cannibalism resulted from his idea of society and the
individual.

'Iherefore, one nust be fully acquainted with JaI'll:!s ' s

conception of society, for em:>tional cannibalism in human beings ,
according to Janes , was awakened by clashing character qualities
in social relationships and in social situations .

James used

material for his works that promised to conm:mt reaning.fully upon
the social conditions of his &8 ; such as the conflict between
Ellropean and Arrerican standards or the connict arising within
the individual consciousness resulting from the shifting of social
ideas . 1 James felt that society trapped or defeated the individual
by reans of its overt conventions and that it was society itself
that corrupted the individual then rejected him because of his
corruption. 2 James conceived of society as not just seeking to
crush the individual in the sense of actually killing him; but to

1 H. T. McCarthy, Henry James:
Yoseloff Inc ., 1958 ) , p . 146.

'lhe Creative Process , (Ne':1 Yor.<::

2william F. Hall, "Society and the Individual 1n the Eh~sh
Fiction of Henry Janes, 1885- 190'17 "{Unpublished Phir""dissertaton,
Departrent of English, John Hopkins University , Baltirore , ''1aryland)p. 57.
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force him to conform,

to fit into the niche desi~d for him.

Society ailood to ldll the soul by making the individual deny his
individuality and becorre a rrere cipher, a lifeless figure securely
fixed in the prepared niche while the individual strove to maintain
his uniqueness and fulfill himself in the face of society' s
pressures .

l

'Ihis conflict created a major problem for the individual

and according to JaJTEs ' s conceotion of the stru~e between the
individual and society, a problem in ;,rhich the individual invariably
cane to a tragic end.

'!he peculiar nature of Janes ' s tragic view

was apparent because ideally , the individual

and society would be

in balance with each other yet this balance, as Janes sa:11 it , was
unattainable . lfe wrote :
'lhe fabric of civilization as we know it is
inextricably bound up with •• •injustice . Man
is tom between a love of ci1lization' s beauty
and hatred of 1ts injustice .
Janes visualized what an ideal society would be as he scr,, the
relations between the rremers of .Arrerican and European societies
during his teens .

Janes ' s characters , for the m:,st part , belonged

either to elite European society or the .Arrerican leisure class and
his situations were altOOst always held within the decor of polite

l Ibid., p . 85.
2 Marius Bewley "Henry Janes and Life , " Hudson Revie;,,, (Spring

1958) , p . 167.
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society.

T. S. Eloit ' s observation was that "the real hero in any

of James ' s stories was the social entity of which nen and wom:m ;,,ere
1
constituents ."
James probably made such a choice of characters
and situations 1n his works because of his inside lmowledge of such,
supplied by his family background and life in Anerica and 1n England.
Nevertheless , James manipulated the acti ons of those characters
in those situations familiar to him in such a manner that their
behavior was corrparable to that of any human being, regardless of
~ . tine , place , or economical status .
'lhus Jan-es was aware of the dilenma facing the individual in
society and he found himself faced idth a choice between
authoritarianism ( an acceptance of soci ety) and anarchy (a lawless
rejection of society) .
neither solution.

James was unique in his art and accepted

It would have been practical to accept one or

the other, but both were repugnant to Janes ; so he used the portrayal
of an inevitable, endless struggle between society and the
individual.

'!be tragic irony of this struggle was reinforced by

James' s conception of "good" and "evil" according to which the
"use" of one or the other nemer of any relationship by the other
was inevitable and such "use" to him was both evil and destructive .

1 T. s. Eliot as quoted in F. W. Dupee, ~
Sloane Corrpany, 1956) , p. 108.

James , (New York:
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'Iherefore, a victory for either protagonist in the stru~e was a
nnral defeat and every "defeat" a rroral victory. 1 Janes dealt .-11th
the consciousness of man and his sense of life.

He disccvered certain

constant elenents in human nature and reported the caus€s and effects
as he observed t hem • 2 His stories exhibited a tension between the

conscious individual and the raw material of life and showed t!'la.t a
person had two duties in living: to expose himself to as nuch of the
great unconscious force of life as he could endure; and to hold
firmly to that irreducible core which was self- identity.

Upon on

hand there was the assault of the Jl'W.tiplied battery of life; on the
other hand , the integrity of the individual , the link bett1een the two
being the necessary t ension of the personal consciousness. 3 Janes
was a literary artist who lost contact with his

O'>l?l

society and

was unable to strike roots in any other; but his experiences provided

him with the material to give an intelligent and exhaustive account

of human traits and behavior in social situations, the rrost tragtc
of which was enntional cannibalism exercised throug-il rrodes of
intervention.

l Dorothea Krock, 'Ihe Ordeal of Consciousness in Henry Janes.,
(Cant>ridge: United Press , 1962) , p."' 52.
2 Stevenson, ~ ·, cit . , p . 32 .

3 Ibid._ p . 33.
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'Ihe guiding force , to Jarres , 1n determiniruz; man' s behavior
as it relates to m:xies of intervention was "consciousness ." Jarres
stated that consciousness entailed treatin~ other people not "for
use" but "for themselves, " a willin;giess to enter into relationships
with others , and one' s attelll)t to fulfill himself as a unique
individual.

Above all , the i deal consciousness is unknowable; his

vecy uniqueness is conditioned by his independence of the "i;eneral
characteristics" which Sta.Ill) a man as a type. " 1 'lhen Henry Jarres
may be called a novelist of "consciousness. "

Levels of awareness

and qualities of consciousness were his subjects .

Jarres stated in

a paper called, "Is '!here a Life After Death?" (In Days After,
Harper Brothers, 1910: )
Consciousness , the creative a·..,areness of thin~ ,
is the hi~est i.mod I can conceive of. It is
the business of the artist to carcy the field
of consciousness further and further; in fact ,
to prorote the accunulation of the very
treasure itself of consciousness. 2
'Ihe ideal person in Jarres' s schene of human values was one who
knew and acted in accordance with his knowledge- that co!Jt)assion

was the clue to conduct. 3

1 Henry Jarres , '!he Nature ~ Evil, (New York: D. Appleton

Co~any, 1885) , p . l o.
2 Andreas 1 9£· cit . p . 1 [In ~ After is not available but
Andreas quotes or1g1.nal ~assage in Henry Jarres and the Expanding Horizon. ]

3 Ibid. p. 9.
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James considered the cultivati on of man' s consciousness to be his
rost rewarding activity , the greatest privilege of life , and the
supreire affirmation of man' s essential nature.

'Ihe fiction of

James was an atterrpt to define the "roost conscious" man.

He

believed that since the contents of consciousness were the behavior
patterns of man. certain kinds of behavior enhanced the vividness
of consciousness and the richness of life while others depressed
the action and irrpaired the linpidity of the mind.

His novels

and stories were a search for and an exposure of the kind of
behavior which nuddied that lirrpidity and were an analytic but
embodied presentation of the kind of behavior that prorooted it. 1
To live in the Jairesian sense was to accept the frustration of

life .

James ' s ideal consciousness was aware not only of the world

of description , but also the world of appreciation, in which society
consisted of a m.urber of unique individuals w1 th whom the ideal
consciousness may enter into infinite comina.tions of relationships .
'Ihus, the ideal consciousness saw not only the "general characteristics"
of his fellow iremers of society , but he sa:tJ also their uniqueness
as ind1v1dualS .

It was in terms of the shift back and forth between

those two views (description and appreciation) mirrored in the ideal

l

Ibid. , P • 9.
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consciousness that Janes watched the individual struggle in search
of his ideal fulfillnent in a corrupt society. 1 From such struggles ,
Jarres was able to pin-point the initial awakening of the dormant
qualities of erotional cannibalism in hwnan beings and trace their
results to the tragic end for the social and erotional status of the
individuals involved. J aIJEs wrote :
Hwnan behavior is an intimate thou.g-1 subterranean
link which subsists between an individual' s choice of
erotional nourishnent and his clarity of mind; the
foI"'l'OOr conditions the latter rather than the reverse ,
so it is within our own power to ¢nor destroy
accuteness of sensibility in ourselves and others." 2
In effect , JaIJEs expressed a belief that conflict was necessary for

the exercise of the individual' s Jroral and aesthetic qualities and
for the leavening of society.

'lhe individual was also an irreducible

self, which he remained, in spite of the hannerin;, shaoing strokes
of society.

'lhe individual was what he was because he had rubbed

and sc~ed against the unaIJEnable particles of society. 3 Jarres
saw society as being corrupt; the qualities of erotional cannibalism
lying dormant in all human beings; those qualities being; awakened by
character relationships in social situations and by the egotistic
desire for erotional gratifications , and the irtl)erfect consciousness

l Krook, ~ • cit ., p. 56
2

Ibid. , p . 57.

3 stevenson, ~• cit ., p. 74 .
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of ind.1viduals allowed them to attelll)t to seek this gratifying
nourish!rent from indulgence in acts of aggression on other human
beings .

'lhe writer will show in the following chapter throuwi

analysis of works , Janes ' s idea of how society made and unmade man;
how at the sane time man made and unmade himself as he struggled
to survive and maintain his individuality in a world of human beings
instinctively possessed with qualities of em:>tional cannibalism.
Janes's term "trodes of intervention" was his idea of "sin and
evil." Evil to Janes was an ever-present reality that crippled
and destroyed human beings •

It was present at the base of every

human situation and latent in every man.

Janes expressed a "sense

of evil" suggesting that evil may be obscure and indefinite (rather
than an idea or concept . ) James wrote :

"I have the ima.c;:i.nation of

disaster and I see life indeed as ferocious and sinister. " 1 He
regularly made evil latent and W1conscious of itself.

It was often

a power beyond will, beyond knowle~, beyond identity.

It was this

obscure and irrational quality in his sense of evil that Jazres
portrayed 1n his wor1,<S. James was not concerned however, with parties,
pressure groups or status seeking propensities of man but rather
the m:>ral aspect.

Therefore , in creating characters , Janes saw

that they were well- bred, intelligent , imagtnative , sensible, and
that they possessed a rare delicacy of m:>ral insigtit .

2

1 Henry Janes, letters to ~- c . Benson and Auguste Monod,
(London: Marrot , 1930), p . ~ .
2

Krook, ~ • ~-- P • 26.
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'lhose Janesian characters that injured others did so in the
pursuit of good.

Jarres did not characterize pure egotism; he

delineated characters whose perception was llm1ted to art , social
decorum, material goods or physical passion.

Janes equates evil

with enntional cannibalism which generally cane about througtl
the iTll)erception of those who either did not recognize or i~re
the effects of their activity on others .

'!his type of evil did

not exist beyond human relationships, for Janes felt it a social
rather than an individual force , and thus focused on the sirmed as
well as the sinner. 1 He could see organized society as it was 1n
its richness of good and evil. He did not wish it changed or
srrashed; it was a good stage for his people .

2

He sin;>ly used it in

portraying his there of enntional cannibalism exercised through
m:>des of intervention which to him was a maans to an unworthy end.
Janes isolated several different nndes of intervention, identical
in essence; variant in degree, but possessing in comn::>n a violence
directed against the autonoiey of the individual, and an intent
to manipulate the 11ves of others. 3 It is deerred necessary to
explain Jarres's nndes of intervention because those m:>des will be
the yardsticks used in the analysis of Janes's works on the therre
of enntional cannibalism.

l Ward , ~ • cit., p . 12 .
2 Stevenson, ~ • cit., P•

3 Andreas, 9E.• cit . , P • 4

38.
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Even thol.lg1l Janes had clearly visualized his therre; he did not
start out as a young writer with his thougnt fully blo\'m- uo; on the
contrary • he had to feel his wey toward it as he wrote story after
story of inteI'V'ention.

1

'lherefore , he began with the mildest f'onn

of inteI'l/ention and continued into the IJX)St flagrant form.

Janes ' s

mildest seeming and yet one of the IJX)St vicious m:>des of inteI'l/ention
was opinion, usually about the private lives of other peo-;,le . Janes
felt that not only opinion publicly expressed but also opinion
privately held about the conduct , particularly the IJX)ral conduct of
others, was an affront to the right of evecy 1ndividual to base his
conduct on the needs of his nature. 2 Opinion about the private
conduct of other people was by its vecy nature based on evidence
insufficient to any definite conclusion and was therefore invariably
episterologically unsound and undermining to the sense of truth by
violating the grounds of knowledge.

Tnat person, therefore , who

consented to harbor an opinion about the private conduct of his
neistibor was as ruch damaged by that consent as the person about
whom the opinion was held. 3 Henry Jarres wrote nine stories treating
the indulgence in opinion about the private 11ves of other oeople .

l

Ibid.

I

p . 22.

2 Ibid., p .

5.

3 Ibid. I

5.

p.
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Another and nore overt node of intervention that Janes
identified and scorned was that of outrip-,ht neddli~ into the 11ves
of others . Meddling was a ldnd of interference sonetines well- intentioned,
sonetines rerely heedless , but mJre often naliciously and
acquisitively officious.

In Janes ' s stories , reddlers ranged

from the nuisance catagory through the pest type to that of the
predacious well- wisher.

'Ibey possessed in corrm::>n the offensive trait

of assuming that they knew better than their victims what kind of
life the latter should lead.

'Ihe busybody that Janes created

was blind to the fact that people , like plants , could only be
watered, not touched.

l

On this node of intervention, Janes wrote

six stories .
Parasitism was another form of aggression or i ntervention
exercised by the em::itional cannibals .

One nust note here a fine

point of destinction Janes made between parasitism and exnloitation.
Parasitism referred only to fina."lcial aggression; while exnloitation
referred to em::>tional aggression. 2 Janes conceived of parasitism,
as a total loss for the bu.nan parasite, since his resort to that
reans of escape from his natural destiny cheated h1m of the fruits
of self-expansion in terms of his internal nature , and as a mitigated

l Ibid., p . 6.
2

Ibid., p . 7
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loss for the host , since his consent to the presence of the parasite
was derived from a consideration worthy in itself, but unfortunate
in its object. '!he helplessness of the host , his paralysis before
the aggressive parasite indicated imoobillzation and sterility of
sensibility, the creative exercise which would have so enlar~ the
consciousness of its possessor.

Pathos , ho~·rever, rather than

tragedy was the dominant note of Jarres' s stories of parasitism.

l

Eiootional exploitation according to Jarres ' s values was a supre11E
source of evil.

It involved disrespect for hunan individuality and

resulted in the loss of consciousness .

Since consciousness was the

fruit of free developm:?nt in the line of one ' s own idiosyncrasy,
interference in that free developm:?nt to the extent that it could
be terired exploitation was the seed of evil.

2

On each, the m::xie

of financial parasitism and or erootional exploitation, Janes :'lI'Ote
ei8'1t stories .
'!he next violent form of intervention in James ' s stories was
coercion. His coercive act was alroost reystical.

James often traced

a chain of t ~ c events back to one original act of coercion.
He

accented the intrinsic evil of coercion by usually giving the

coercer nimself a creditable rootive , thereby lifting the narrative

l Ibid. , p .
2

6.

Ibid., p. 7.
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from the villian- victirn cata.gory to the true tragic level.
Coercion to Jares was always an unmitigated bitterness. 1 'lhe
coercer nade forcible use of sore advantage he possessed over
the person he preyed upon.

On this m:xie of intervention, Janes

wrote six stories .
'lhe final and purest form of erootional cannibalism was revenge .
Janes felt that the ao;gressive person who readily fo~d opinions
about his nei@'lbors would eventually becolll:! or Ill:!et the type of
person who knew only retaliation for an affront , 2 which actually
mant that indulge1ce in a mild form of intervention would usually
lead to indulgence in the m:,st flagrant form of intervention,
revenge .

On

this me of intervention, Jalll:!s wrote three stories.

'Ihus , James plotted his thelll:! of em:>tional cannibalism exercised
throu~ nndes of intervention and showed the harm inflicted on
the intervener and the assaulted. He made this therre the object
of his lifelon1 attack. His total view- 'Ooint was anplicable to
all nen and acceptable by all nen; therefore , universal.

In the

following chapter, the writer will show Jalll:!s ' s characters as t hey
indulge in m:xies of intervention 9ortrayin~ his therre of enntional
cannibalism and show its destructive powers to both the intervener
and the assaulted.

1

Ibid., p . 6.

2

Ibid., p. 8.
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CHAP.I'ER III

El''1CYI'IONAL CANNIBALISM IS DES'IRUCTIVE 'ro THE CHARACTER OF
THE INrERVENER AND THE ASSAULTED AS SHOWN IN THE SELECTED
\..ORKS OF HE.T-ffiY JAMES

Both Janes ' s novels and those called short stories often deal
with the there of emtional cannibalism and his characters are
distorted throue;i roore functions of erootions • 1 Janes' s characters
who indulged in acts of aggression often ended in self- destruction
after inposing physical, social or emtional destruction upon
the assaulted, and nmw tines upon unconcerned and innocent persons .
It will be the purpose of this chapter to show Janes ' s characters
as they portrayed emtional cannibalism in Daisy Miller, '!he Death
~~Lion, 'Ihe Pupil. 'Ihe

~

of Duty ,

~

Turn of~ Screw,

and 'Ihe 'lwo Faces . 'Ihe writer will establish the intervener as a
cannibal, resulting from an emtional need and show the m:xie of
intervention used and the effects on the intervener, assaulted,
and any other persons involved.
In one of his world fam:,us novels , Daisy Miller. Janes dealt

with errotional cannibalism projected through opinions expressed
by Mrs . Costello and Mrs . Walker, both wealthy woren whose personal
errot1onal needs were unsatisfied.

1

Ibid., p . 53.
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In the story , the Millers were a wealthy Almrican family

touring Europe.

Mrs . Miller, Daisy' s m:>ther, is shown as a qtdet

easy- going person who doesn' t have nuch influence with her two
children, Daisy and Randolph. Daisy was beautiful, well- dressed
but lacked poise and sophistication.

She net and fell in love with

Frederick Winterbourne, an obviously weak character, who also fell
in love with Daisy but didn' t have the stamina to defend her when
the necessity for her defense arose. Daisy becane popular in Europe,
was invited to many social functions and had no trouble making
inpressions on her escorts and stdtors . She was accused of being
too intimate with her associates and was critized by the sociallties .
Daisy' s attitude toward the accusations led her to continue her
actions in a flagrantly exaggerated form, and she spent an hour in
the Colosseum m:>onlietit with Giovanelli where she caueilt a fever and
died.
It is against this backgr-ound that Mrs . Costello, a wealthy
European widow, projects her reactions • She had not made the
irrpressions upon socialites in her titre that she had wished to have
ma.de and she of'ten used as an excuse her life- time of sick headaches .
Mrs. Costello was an extrerrely lonely woman.

'!hough she had t-..io

married sons and two granddaughters in New York, and a son in
Europe, she had very little contact with any of them. Her m:>ney
was not the answer to her needs and her em:>tional satisfaction cane
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through her observation and personal judgment of other peo9le ,
especially Arrericans .

Mrs • Walker was an Arrerican woman who while

residing abroad ma.de a point of studying European society and straining
every nerve to connly with it in order to be an irrpressionable
socialite which she had not been in her horreland.

Her need was the

eirotional satisfaction of being well accepted by European society.
'lhe erotional needs of Mrs . Costello and Mrs . Walker supplied the
fuel for their cannibalistic attack on Daisy Miller. Mrs . Costello
noticed WinterboW'l'le' s interest in Daisy and feared that she was
losing Winterbourne ' s affection to Daisy so it becal'Te necessary for
her to degrade Daisy.

1-1rs . Walker was jealous of Daisy because

Daisy was popular, was invited to all the parties and received the
attention that Mrs • Walker was ast)iring for .

Both Mrs . Walker

and ~Trs . Costello set out maliciously to destroy Daisy Miller.
Daisy was unaware of their intentions but realized there was sorre
flaw in the European society.

In a conversation with WinterboW'l'le

shortly after meeting him, Daisy stated:
'!he only thing I don' t like is the society •• •
I suppose there is sore society somewhere,
but I haven' t seen anything of it . • • I ' m very
fond of society, and I have always had a
great deal of it ••• 1

Henry Janes , Daisy. (New York: Dell Publishing Conpany,
1954) , p . 136.
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To a European, these remarks from a lady were shocld.ng and
Winterbourne was puzzled as to whether Daisy was the pretty
Ar!Erican flirt that she sounded like or the extrerrely i~ocent
and unsophisticated young girl that she looked like . When
Winterbourne rrentioned Daisy to Mrs . Costello, she irt11ediately
saw an opportunity to possibly terminate Winterbou.rne 1s interest
in Daisy and expressed her opinion about Daisy ' s conduct.
'Ihe family is very conrron; they are the sort of
Anericans that one does one' s duty by not
accepting •• •Of course she ' s pretty, but she is very
conm::m ••• S:rie is a young lady ..mo has an intimacy
with her manrna' s courier••• 1
'!his opinion Mrs . Costello had concluded from her observation of
Daisy in the hotel lobby .

She noted Winterboume ' s interest

in Daisy and began using her opinion of Daisy's conduct in an effort
to sway Winterbourne into believing that Daisy was "comron" even
though Daisy had not shown such corrmonness toward vlinterbourne ,
not even when they were alone on a trip to the Chateau de Chillon.
Wnile Winterbourne was in Geneva, his aunt took it upon herself to
keep him inforrred about Daisy's activities in Rorre.
'Ihe girl goes about with her foreigners .
As to what happens further, you IlllSt apply
elsewhere for information. She has picked uo
half a dozen of the regular Roman fortune
hunters , and she takes them about to people ' s

1 Ibid., p . 141.
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houses • \•lhen she conEs to a party she brings
with her a ~ntlernan with a good deal of manner
and a wonderful Illl6tache ••• I
Daisy had been spending quite a bit of tirre with Giovanelli whom
she introduced innocently as "an intimate friend of mine ." 2
At this point it can be seen that Henry Janes had established the
conflicting ideas of European and Arrerican societies and how
an ~rican in Europe was expected to conform to those European
ideas of society.

Janes had also established that individual

tendency to devour another he didn' t understand or envied as shown
through Mrs . Costello and Mrs . Wal!{er' s attitudes toward Daisy .
Janes had also established that individual weakness to allow
one to be influenced as shown in Winterbourne ' s character and
a gullible public which can be found anywhere.

It , ,as at one

of Mrs . Walker' s frequent parties that she corrrrented to Winterboume
and Daisy' s zoother about Daisy' s conduct and accordingly let
Daisy know how she felt as Daisy was ready to depart for the evening.
¼hen Daisy came to take leave to Mrs . Walker,
this lady conscientiously re9aired the weakness
of which she had been guilty at the :roment of
of the younp; girl' s arrival. She turned her back
strai~t upon Miss Miller, and left her to depart
with what grace she mie;it . Winterbourne was standing

1 Ibid. , p . 157

2

Ibid., P • 162
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near the door ; he saw it all ••• "'Ihat was very cruel,"
he said to Mrs . Walker. "She never enters JT\Y drawing
room again I " replied his hostess • 1
Mrs . Walker succeeded 1n expressino; her feelings about Daisy' s

conduct publically through her actions as well as throupjl corrmmtation.
Instead of Winterbourne defending Daisy when apparently she needed
the defense of soneone who loved and understood her, he sided
with the opinions of Mrs . Costello and Mrs . Walker and said to
Daisy:

I ' m afraid your habits are those of a flirt • •• You' re
a nice girl; but I wish you would flirt with ne only •••
But if you won' t flirt with ne , do cease , at least ,
to flirt with your friend (Giovanelli) at the piano;
they don' t understand that sort of thing here . 2
Daisy was disappointed that Winterbourne , the mm who supposedly
loved her, had allowed himsel f to be influenced by Mrs. Costello.
Daisy' s attitude toward this intervention into her private life
typi fied those hasty and choleric but generous and good people
whose first im;>ulse in quick reply to the sting end bruise of
a cynical public ' s false accusation was to continue in a flagrantly
exaggerated form, the conduct for ;,1hich they had been accused and
criticized. 3 Public opinion had unjustly accused Daisy of being

l

Ibid. , p . 175.

2 Ibid., p . 177

3 Andreas , 2E.• cit. , p . 24
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too i ntimate with Giovanelli and Winterbourne scolded her for not
bein~ m::>re careful of appearances instead of defending her.
Winterbourne l oved Daisy, but he didn' t have the streno.;th to

ru.'1

a oossible risk of contradicting his aunt and losing her financial
suuport so he sacrificed his love for Daisy for his aunt ' s m::>ney
and did nothing to prevent Daisy from recklessly soending an hour
1n the Colosseum m::,onlimt with Giovanelli where she caUS11t a fever

of which she died. Daisy was apparently a victim of her o·,m
ilmet uous and shallow rashness but m::,re truly a victim of t11e
cowardly and petty inconsiderateness of public 0'91nion.

At Daisy ' s

funeral , Giovanelli cormented:
She was the m::,st beauti ful young lady I ever
saw, and the m::,st am::lable ••• and she was the
m::>st innocent ••• 1
Winterbourne looked at him and presently repeated his ·•1ord.s " and
the m::>st innocent ."

2

Henry Janes portrayed his thene of emtional cannibalism
through the node of opinion emressed by Mrs . Costello and ~s .
Walicer.

'lhus Daisy was com::>letely destroyed by artificial rores

of a decadent society, throu~ the privately held and ooenly expres3ed
disapprovals of her minor and innocent infractions of its social
code .

Winterbourne lost the woman ne loved, Mrs . Costello lost the

1 Janes , op . cit. , p . 189.
2

Ibid., o . 190.
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admiration of her nephew and was left to face a world of loneliness ,
Mrs . Walker lost her seat on society' s pedestal, and Giovanelli lost
an admirable friend.

Emotional cannibalism thus results in the

physical destruction of the assaulted, social destruction of the
two i nterveners , and gre1t social m::>ral and emoti onal damage done
to the other two victims , Winterboume and Giovanelli.
Intervention took the form of outri~t neddllni;z; in another group
of James' s stories . '!he meddlers made it their business to
interfere by an overt deed in matters which were none of their
concern.

In those stories , the aggressor was usually sone one

who enjoyed a nuch closer personal relation to his victim than
did his counterpart in the stories of opinion.

It was this personal

relation which furnished him the grounds for his presunption and
which afforded him the advantage which he pressed in neddling.
Defense against that type of aggression was exceedingly difficult
to contrive , since the personal tie exacted of the victim an
abundant and enduring tolerance for his antagonist. 1 '!his type
of em::>tional cannibalism is illustrated through neddling 1n
~

Death of the Lion. In this story , Neil Faraday, a quiet and

retiring novelist , had to his bewilderirent , suddenly becone fanous
1n his late middle age .

l

Faraday was so1.12Pt by autogr-aphers and

Andreas , 9?..· cit ., p . 29.
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columnists and was finally captured by Mrs . Wirrbush, wife of the
boundless brewer and proprietress of the "Universal Menagerie." It
was known that 1n this establishment so conpetently operated by
Mrs. Wirrhush, that the animals rubbed shoulders freely with the
spectators , and the lions sat down for evenin©3 with the lambs . 1
Mrs. Wirrbush was a social inpressario who was alweys enthusiastic

over her cantives .
conscience .

She was made of steel and leather and had no

Yet she ,..,as desperately in need of conpanionsh1p,

wanted to make the headlines and found herself quite capable of
luring celebrities into her drawing room to be used as calling cards
for other prestige ~e~kers . Mrs . Wint>ush becarre friends with
Faraday and with the assistance of one of her columnist friends
was able to convince Paraday that a brief stay at her country
house would be just the thing.

It according to Mrs • Wimbush' s

promises would speed his convalescence from an illness he had
recently suffered, would enable him to write in peace and he could
reet other celebrities giving him newspaper coverage he both needed
and deserved and would give him recognition and help him to sell
his books.

Para.day' s m:>dest life had not taught him how to deal

with high- handed society warren like Mrs . Wimbush, so he accepted
her offer when actually her motives were not for his benefit but
rrerely to use him as the principal ornanent to attract other guests.

l Henry Janes , Short Stories !?x_ Henr-,t Jaroos, (New York: Bantam
Books , 1961) , p . 265:--
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Faraday soon discovered that he would be unable to write as he
wished because of the continuous gatherings .

Mrs . Wirrbush always

scheduled Faraday to read excerpts from his fam:,us book and the
book that he was currently working on.

Para.day was vecy unhappy

with the situation but before he could fulfill the friendly obligation
he felt toward her and vacate her premises , his strength gave out
and he contracted pneurronia and died.

In the subsequent confusion

the manuscript of Faraday' s last great novel was irretrievably lost .
What the world could have ill afforded to lose was to

:'!rs.

Wirrbush,

ironically • no great loss , irerely the death of another social lion.
James set the social scene and manipulated the interacting c."1.aracter-

social relationships , dem::mstrating his universal there of erotional
cannibalism.

Instead of Mrs . Wimbush' s allowing Faraday to keep

his privacy and expand his life as a oroductive writer as he '\'fished
to do , she used her friendship with him in a manner which rrade him
feel delighted yet obligated to accomrod.ate her wishes .

His presence

in her bore added prestige to her circle but at Faraday' s expense,
physically and financially .

In this instance, Mrs . Wirrbush overstepped

the bounds of that Jurisdiction entitled her by her personal
relation with Faraday.

She was therefore a ireddler vrithout mal1ce,

yet a reddler into the life of her friend .

According to James , tnat

friend who ireans no harm but knows not the 11mit to the privileges
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of friendship is no better t han an enel1i{. 1 So Neil Faraday' s
friend , Mrs . Wini:>ush, was actually an enercy in disguise W'lo cost
him his career and his life .
was lost .

Para.day never knew that his mmuscript

His parti~ words were "My book- It is a tJ.orious book,

print it as it stands- beautifully ••• "

2

Paraday' s conplete physical

exhaustion and death cost the intellectual world a great novelist and
Mrs . Wintmsh her prestige as a socialite .

Janes ' s erootional

cannibalism is again destructive to the assaulted.

He portrayed social ,

rmral and enotional destruction to the intervener and sone other
imocent bystanders who innocently watched Paraday die.

'Ibey also

had to bear the guilt over the loss of Para.day' s mmuscriot .

Tne intervener took one steo closer to open war in revealirur
Janes ' s there of ermtional cannibalism throU@:1 the use of coercion
as a node of intervention.

Janes sho·.ied t'le advantage ensuing from

the authority of a position rather than from the weimt of oersonal
rerit.

'Ihe intervener throu@:1 the node of coercion was always a

parent , a guardian, or a wife to Nhom subordination was due because
of her status .

'Iherefore the coercive exercise of arbitrary authority

1n opposition to the needs of the governed was another exar.ple o!'
Janes ' s enx>tional cannibalism. 3

1 Andreas , ~ • cit ., p . 30.
2 Janes , ~.. cit ., p . 284 .

3 Ibid., P • 30 .

In The

~ of

Duty • Lord Frank Tester, was possessed with the

idea of preserving his family nane and estate.
refused to marry and died leaving no one.
two sons , Francis and Ambrose .

His brother had

Tester himself, had

Francis ' s affections were centered

on the wine- cup and the faro-table .

He was not a person to admire

or im1.tate and as the heir to an honourable nane and fine estate ,
he was very unsatisfactory.

His father managed to keep him in

service for the oost part to save himelf eni>arrassn1:mt.

Francis

ret an early death leaving Arrbrose to step into his shoes as heir
to the Tester estate .

Father Tester was pleased and proud of

.Arrbrose , his younger son, and wished only to see Arrbrose marry and
produce grand- children to share the estate and preserve the Tester
n&re .

'Ihis wish becane an obsession that haunted Frank Tester oore

and Jll)re as he grew older for he wanted nanesakes before he died.
Tester began to badger Arrbrose and insisted that he marry.

He used

society' s expectations of a young man of his status to influence
Ambrose ' s thinking along with Arrbrose' s duty toward the family.
Ani:>rose had remained unmarried because the woman he loved, Margaret
Vandeleur, had a husband.

Eventually• obeying his father' s conmand,

Arrbrose courted and proposed marriage to Joscelind Bernard.stone who
fell deeply in love with him.

Shortly before the marriage , Margaret

was freed by the unexpected death of her husband , but it was too late
for Arrbrose to avoid marrying Joscellnd.

Arrbrose and Margaret
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continued their sexless friendshi'O and Joscelind bore his children
half-knowing that his love was elsewhere.

No one of these three

enjoyed the life that might have been possible had it not been for
the father' s unwarrented interference into the life of his son.

In

this story, Janes portrayed his thene of enx,tional cannibalism
through the relationship of the Ambrose family and Janes showed
greater suffering for the coerced and other parties involved than
the coercer as Frank Tester was unaware of the circwnstances Ant>rose
faced and was happy over the marriage . He had 11ved to see two
children born to Arrbrose and Joscellnd, the elder being a boy as
he had hoped for . Great injury was done to 1'1a.rgaret and Joscelind
as Janes showed these three persons suffering shaneful, unfulfilled
lives brou€tit about by the single coercive act of a blind, selfish
father .

Jazres ' s coerci ve acts were not usually perforrred wilfully

nor m3.liciously. No fatal physical harm befell the victims as did
the victims of opinion and neddllng, but a life tine of mLsery was
inplicated as there was no hope for happiness in the case of Ani>rose ,
Margaret and Joscelind. Jamas also in this story allowed the
coercer to go conpletely unpunished and to get his enx,tional need
conpletely satisfied before his deatn.
With about sixteen stories dealing with parasites and exploiters ,
Jamas hit the core of his there of enx,tiona.l cannibalism. He drew
a fine line of distinction between the parasite and the exploiter.
A very fine distinction, yet separable, even thougti in sorre of Janes ' s
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stories, he showed use of both roodes 1n the sane story . 'lbe
financial parasite usually defeated himself but before doing so
had destroyed many others .

In Janes ' s stories dealing with parasites ,

the parasites either would not or could not stand alone . They were
determined to avoid sustaining themselves as long as they could
be sustained by others.

Misdirection rather than weakness accounted

for their parasi tism. 1
One of Jares ' s best exarrples of errotional cannibalism through
the rrode of financial parasitism was

~

Puoil. 'Ihe parasites were

the Moreens who used rrost extensively Peni:>erton, a tutor for their
yo1.lrlger son, Morgan.
'Ihe Moreens were adventurers not marely because
they didn' t pey their debts , because they lived
on society, but because their whole view of life
dim and confused and instinctive like that of
clever, colour-blind animals , was speculative
and rapacious and maan. 2
One will becoma rrore convinced of the correctness of this description
as

he sees the Moreens without diigdty, without integrity , even

without shane .

Only gradually

did Pemberton coma to this conclusion.

T.ne Moreens were on the brink of poverty but instead of seeking
honest work, they sougjlt to be social clini:)ers and traveled about
Europe 1n an unsuccessful attenpt to form attachmants with rich, titled
families in order to satisfy their social pretentions and arrange

l Ibid., p . 38.
2

Jamas , 9.E.· cit . , p. 137.
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advantageous narriages for their three older children, Arey , Paula
and Ulick.
'Illey went to a hotel where they stayed three
nonths , and then noved to another establisrurent
explaining that they had left the first because •••
they couldn' t get the rooms they wanted. l
Morgan

Moreen was quiet but acutely aware of his parent ' s

inperfections ••• He saw through the various strategems his father
errployed to evade making an honest 11ving.
from

As

the famLly noved

one residence to another, Morgan knew that many unpaid bills

were left behind. He winched in secret at the shoddy parasitism,
general shiftlessness and sickening pretentiousness of his family's
way of living.

A

succession of private tutors took the place

of school in Morgan' s life but each one left after a short period
of tirre because Mr . Moreen neglected to pay them any wages .

'!he

last one, Peni:>erton, stayed because he wanted so nuch to save "'lorf!pl'l,
a bright sensitive boy , from destruction.

Pent>erton

knew

that

Morf!pl'l was affected by his parents way of life because •,m ile they
were walking one day , Mor~ said to Perri:lerton :
I had a charming nurse once .

Her narre was
Zenobie ••• She went a~<1ay because they didn' t
fork out • She did like re awfU.lly , and she
stayed two years. She told re all about itthat at last she could never get her wages •••
Now you are being treated like Zenobie •••
You nust get sore occupation that pays .
I ' m ashanEd, I ' m asharred ••• 2

l ~
2

., p . 138.

Ibid., p. 144.
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Morgan realized that Perrberton was sacrificing a great deal
including an academic career and he continually urged Perrberton
to go away 1n search of the job he deserved.

Finall.y, the family

was evicted from its living quarters and :'1or~ was seized with
a oaroxysm of shane for his parents .

'lhis shane plus the exciteroont

at the prospect of going away with Pemberton proved too nuch for
Morgan, and he died 1n Pem:,erton' s ams .

Jar.es in this short

masterpiece has a young and uncorrupted child trying to find his
rroral bearing am:mg his corrupted, irresponsible elders .

Morgan

with his wisdom and instinctive m:>ral sense was a test and a Judge
of the seedy dishonesty of his oarents and the shirking life they led.
He becaroo a fatal victim of their irresponsibility and all its
reflection was left 1n the mind of PeitDerton ·.·rho recognized Morgan' s
plight and tried unsuccessfully to change it .

So the parasites had

destroyed themselves when all their efforts to find rooans of sustaining
themselves had failed and their self- respect was gone.

'lhey had

also lost a orilliant son and Perrberton had sacrificed his life and
career in vain.
Morgan ·,,as also a victim of another a;~ssive act , that of
the em:>tional exploitation of Pemberton by the 1/ioreens. 'Ihe main
effect of the Moreen family ' s ,•randering was that Morgan was neglected
and lacked the love from his parents necessary to sustain him.
'lhey were so busy socializing with their older children that they
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had no tine for Morgan who was too young to keep up with them.

was constantly left in the care of tutors .

He

:1orcr,an felt unwanted

because he was so young and really needed care and attention from
his family .

'Ihe tutor, Pent)erton, was badly used by the Moreens

because in addition to not paying him~ wages , they exoloited
his affection for ~1organ whom by leaving him always entirely in his
care.

Perri:>erton tried desperately to save 1"'10rgan from the influence

of his parents.

He provided for him materially as well as he could

from his neager savings and attelll)ted to colll)ensate for the love
and understanding denied Morgan by his parents .

'Iherefore Perrberton

was a victim of both financial parasitism and emotional exploitation,
the effects of which cortl)letely destroyed ~1organ and ruined
Pemberton financially in addition to his having to live with such
a traumatic experience.
According to Jaires , emotional exploitation was the most
flagrant kind of emotional cannibalism.

To make a dupe of one that

had tried to be a friend and strip him of his emotions or to make

him an involuntary neans to one' s mm end was sheer vandalism

1

and Jaires ' s story made this human conduct reducible to the term of
emotional exploitation.

Jaires ' s central idea seered to be that

many exploiters were not a.ware that their deeds really were of such

1 Andreas , ~ • cit ., p . 42.
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reprehensible nature .

It was not easy to see the qualitative

identity of that kind of conduct with its counterpart in the same
civilized circle portraying polite patterns of behavior. 1
In '!he

~

of

~

Screw I Janes was unusually unique 1n

handling the therre of errotional cannibalism.

He began the story

showing the inevitable struggle between the individual consciousness
seeking its ideal fulfil.1.nent and society seeking to make the
individual conform to a 9attem so that its finite culture migpt
be preserved.

Anarchy and authority constantly battled each other

and neither could win without defeating itself.

This conflict was

clearly shown 1n the case of Miles who represented the innocent
anarchist set up against society which had to rrake him conform if
he was to live in society at all.

2

when Miles was expelled from school.

'Ihis conflict becane noticeable
Here the governess discussed

the matter with Mrs. Grose , the housemaid:
'lb1s letter is from the head master ••• What does it rean?
'!he child' s dismisal from school ••• Sent here ••• '!hey
absolutely decline? ••• What has he done? Is he real1,,
bad? ••• 'Ibey go into no particulars ••• just s<13 that he ' s
an injury to the others ••• 3
'lhe conflict between the appreciative world in which the innocent

l Ibid. , p . 43.

2 F.dwin T. Bowdent Tne '!heres of ~ Janes . (New Haven: Yale
University Press , 1956 J , p. 137.
-

3 Henry Janes, '!he 'furn of the Screw. (New York:
Conpa.cy , 1954) , pp. 19- 20:-- - -

Dell Publishing
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consciousness lived and the descriptive finite world of society may
be perfectly realized and the result was usually the death of childhood. 1
Such was the case vn.th Miles , an innocent ten year old "'leeding love

and affection, who was forced to conform with society' s rules .
He was deprived of childhood experiences and forced to face problems
and accept responsibility as an adult • 'lhe sane problem fronted
Morgan 1n 'Ihe ~ and both yol.ll1gsters were inevitably destroyed.
In The 'furn of

~

Screw, the governess was described as an

em::>tional avid Ehglish lady who was deeply infatuated with her
enployer.

&le dreaned frequently of his coming to Bly to mi:!et her.

&le was so alone that her imagi.nation carried her into a world of
hallucinations .

While walking one da,y the governess saw a figure

on one of the towers .
as Peter Quint .

It was Mrs . Grose who identified the figure

Later the governess saw the figure of a woman down

by the l ake and Mrs . Grose again identified the figure as Miss Jessel
and explained that both Q..dnt and Miss Jessel had been forrrer
governesses of Miles and Flora and both were now dead.

At the tin'e

the governess cane to Bly , she lmew not~ of Quint and r-11ss Jessel.
Mrs. Grose , an em::>tional cannibal, identified the apparitions as the
dead servants and aided the governess in developing her hallucinations ,

1 Bowden, 2E.- cit ., p . 138.
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Mrs . Grose ' s reasons could have been m.urerous because the story

indicated that she had an eroc>tional need for attention and
conpanionship which she had satisfied through Miles and Flora but
now she was losing them to the governess .

Mrs . Grose was older

and had been enployed at Bly ITU.lch longer than the governess , yet
her position had always remained housemaid.

Both these attitudes

could have caused Mrs . Grose to seek em:>tional satisfaction through
making the governess suffer.

In as nuch as Quint and Miss Jessel

ieysteriously left and never returned and Mrs . Grose knew the stories
of what happened to them, it can also be assurred that Mrs . Grose
was partly responsible for their leaving.

It was a fact that Mrs.

Grose was always on hand to help the governess see reality in her
hallucinations, so it was she who was greatly responsible for the
governess ' state of mind. Mrs . Grose was an exploiter and the
governess was her victim.

As a result , the governess becarre a part

of this evil and in turn exploited the affection of Miles and Flora.
Under the guise of a jealous and clutching love for the children
whom the governess imagined were being lured aw~, from her by the
evil ghosts of their previous tutors , the governess engulfed Miles
and Flora into her hallucinatory world.

'!be children first tried to

overlook her peculiarities , then they tried to am.1Se and keep her
occupied with their brilliant scholastic performances and finally
they experienced so nuch fright that they tried to avoid her.

What

they never tried was to fight back and consequently they were swept
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awczy by the force of their governess ' em:>tional cannibalism.

T.'1e

governess created nightmare situations and accused the children
(Miles and Flora) of holding comrunications with the dead servants
before her eyes . Miles finally asked to be sent back to the school.
'!be governess cla.ired that she had caught him on the la\'m
cormunicating with the apparition or Quint and instead of allowing
Miles to return to school she decided to make Miles ex,;>lain why he
was expelled from school so he could reoent , be forgiven and
:restored to

"good."

Miles admltted a close :relationship with Quint

and at this ooint the governess felt that she had corrpletely won
the confidence of Miles and could save him from the evils of Quint .
'Ihe governess ' need for erotional satisfaction had been established
and her confidential position with Miles presented a chance for her
to gain that erotional satisfaction.

Instead of being satisfied

with her acconpllshnents with Miles , she becane deternrl.ned to
"get all" and therefore sent Flora to wndon with 1rs . Grose so sne
could have the chance to work on Miles alone.
What was prodigious was that at last , by nw
success , his sense was sealed and his comrunication
stooped ••• 'Ihe air was clear a¢n and by nw
personal triunph- the influence was quenced•••
I felt that I should surely o;et all. 1

1

Henry Janes , 'Ihe 'furn of the Screw, (New York: nacmillan
Conpany, 1961) , P9. 272- rr;-

Tne governess had then decided to press Miles and win his co~lete
confidence and affection for her personal gain toward erotional
stability .
He alnost smiled at rre in the desolation of his

surrender, which was indeed practically by this
tine , so coJ'll)lete that I OUE9-1t to have left it
there. But I was infatuated- I was blind with
victory thou~'-! even tl1en the very effect that
was to have brought him so ruch nearer was
already that of added separation. l
'lhe governess could not stop badgering m.les , for she was too near
the victory she wanted to insure the e11Dtional satisfaction she
needed.

She imred1ately becal're blind ·.dth possessiveness , spiritual

pride and erotional vanity which insoired her to purge 1vliles '
soul and "get all" in an attenpt to purify him.

Blinded by ner

own rreans to an end, she was unable to realize the fear and oossible
sharre that had over cone Miles resultin~ from the pressure she
had placed upon him, and she was unaware that instead of purifying

the child, she was destroying him.

She felt that a total confession

would save Ivliles from Quint ' s evil innuence and when he finally
cal're to the point of confessing his connections with Quint, the
governess sees the ghost of Quint in the window.

'Ibe governess

continued to press Miles to make a full confession and rejoiced
that his confession had saved him but in the very m::>rn:mt of his
release , in her own words :

1 Ibid., p . 274.
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~11th the stroke of the loss I was so proud of,
he uttered the cry of a creature hurled over
an abyss , and the grasp with which I recovered
him mlght have been that of catching him in
his fall. I caugpt him, yes , I held himit may be ima~ned with what a passion; but
at the end of a mlnute I began to feel what
it truly was that I held. We were alone with
the quiet day and his little heart , dispossessed,
had stopped. 1
'Ihe governess , an errotional cannibal harrowed Miles beyond his
capacity of endurance and by forcing him into a rronent of truth
destroyed the only person who could have possibly loved and
understood her.

'Ihe governess was very nuch alone now and

had to bear the guilt of Miles' death.

In this story Janes

showed the destruction of this innocent child througp the
errotional cannibalism of his governess .

He depicted how one

cannibal can infect another person to the extent that he too
becones a cannibal as was the case of Mrs . Grose ' s infiuence
upon the governess .

Mrs . Grose lost her hone at Bly and the

governess was erotionally insane. Flora was left to face a life
which was filled with unpleasant neroories .

It is felt by the

writer that this exan;,le was the roost dramatic of Jrures ' s
portrayals of his there of errotional cannibalism. Many people

1 Henry Jazres , 'Ihe Novels and Tales of Henry Jazres, Vol. XII
(New York: Scribner's Sons , 1922), p . 309.
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becorre cannibals through the m:xie of emotional exolo1tation because
of that basic m:>tive- the need for love and a sense of belonging
which still exists in all hum:m beings .
The final rode of intervention that Janes used in connection
with his there of erotional cannibalism was reveng-e . Janes wrote
several stories dealing with reve~ and the best kn.O',m perhaps
was

~ ~

Faces . '!his story was a short biting comrent on

society, its standards and the savagery that moved below the sm::>oth
surface. There was alwBys an indirtdual consciousness at the center
of a Janes novel and that consciousness was the "reflection" in
which the reader witnessed society and its interaction with the
indirtdual.
We catch by the very small reflector,
which is of absolutely m:1.nilTl.lI11 in size
for its task, a quite "unlikely" amount
I surnrl.se , of the rovenent of life ••• 1
~

'l\'lo

Faces dealt with the consciousness of May Grantham, as she

was presented with the opportunity to avenge herself against her
one- tirre suitor, Lord Gwyther.

When Gwyther went to Gernany,

returned and announced that he had married Valda, the hurt was too
nuch for Mey because she had thouigit at one tine that she would
marry Lord Gwyther.

\•/hen Gwyther cane to i·t"Jay and asked her to

assist Valda in dressing properly and conforming to London' s social

1 Marius Bewley , "Henry Janes and Life," Hudson Review• Soring,
1958, p . 167.
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order so that Valda would make a

good

inpression at their social

debut , May took advantage of the opportunity to avenge herself
against lord Gwyt~er and deliberately overloaded Valda like a
m:mkey in a show

and

publically eni'>arrassed Valda and Gwyther.

In

this story, the cruel treatnent of a girl by a jealous woman was
not seen directly but througti the consciousness of a spectator,
whose revulsion from the woman' s behavior established the rooral
tone of the story. '!he spectator being May ' s ne;., suitor, Shirley
Sutton.

Janes tended to concentrate on the

~

man' s reaction

to evil as well as the guilty one' s obsession with his a-m sin.
In the revengeful act , t'1ay I s broken heart was not nended and she

revealed her two faces to Sutton who was able to identify her real
Sutton had no roore use for May, she had destroyed

character.

herself socially and roorally and had destroyed Gwyther and Valda
socially.

J amas

showed however, that em::>tional cannibalism

throue11 revenge was usually rore destructive to the intervener
than to the assaulted.
'!he writer has traced the six m::xies of intervention according
to Henry Janes .
but can

be

'!hose trodes of intervention are not far- fetched

seen in everyday life as Jamas sa·.., them durif'lt". the tine

he writes the stories portraying his thene of enotional cannibalism.
It has also been sho'.m that the cannibal always destroyed his victims .
He either left his victims with a non-healing wound or caused fatal

destruction.

'!he cannibal usually destroyed himself, eitner
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socially, rorally or erotionally although many tines he was quite
unaware of the act of aggr-ession that he was conmitting and had
become an erootional cannibal without having realized what had
actually happened, yet , too late to undo the damage that had
been done to himself and persons involved.
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Slr.'Mft.RY

Henry Janes described his writing fiction as an "act of life ,"
creative in two w.zys :

It created a work of art that bore in every

part the evidence of his personal sense of things and as a result
of the deep , i ntense probing of his personal values , it inevitably
created af'resh his ethical ideal and its claims unon his selfidentity . 1 Janes •-1as interested in the social and m:>ral problems
of his day yet as a writer he created realistic characters, and
used practical and believable situations to develop a there that
not only depicted his day but one that was applicable to any day ,
any group of people , or any oart of the ·,rorld.

This universality in

Janes ' s therre of erotional cannibalism has probably accounted for,
rore than anything else , the recent increase in the pooularity
of his works .

Since 1943, Janes has becone on a scale he never

knew in his lifetine , one of the rost read, reorinted, edited,
collected, arisued, debated, and thus one of the rost influential
~'lriters of the E'np).ish speaking world and his achievenents tod.zy
have been equally clained by the t·,10 nations in which he made
his home and to which he g,p.ve his allegiance . 2

1 "Henry Janes and
February, 1956 , o. 272,

'l'he

Personal F.quation," College Fnr,r,lish,

2 Morton Zabel, Introduction to 'l;lj_fteen Short Stories 2l_
Henry Janes, (New York: Bantam Books , 1961) , p . xii .
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Jarres ' s visions of an ideal society were gradually replaced
with the reality of the hard, cruel society in which he has to
live .

Jarres' s later atterrpt to establish himself in Alrerica as

an American novelist working with native material; his discouragerrent ;
his longing for Europe; his experirrents with France and Italy and
his dissatisfaction with his life there ; his decision to live
permanently in England and to find a field for his art in the
depiction of English society; his failure after years of living
am::mg them to establish intimate relations with the Eiw_J.ish and
his disillusioned reaction against them; the bankruptcy of his
ima.g1.nation, his honesickness and visit to the United states ;
his consternation and despair at the spectacle of Modern Alrerica,
and his final return to England all are reflected in the thwarted
ambitions and ideal3 of the characters in his works . These
experiences furnished a wealth of material relevant to the
developrrent of his theme of errotional cannibalism which he saw as
one of the deterrents to his 11ideal" society.

Janes visualized

his therre of em::>tional cannibalism and devoted his life to the
corrplete developrrent of that therre through his works . He gave an
ilmrense and increasingly tragic picture of individual strug~es to
salvage identity in a materialistic and doored society .

1 I.eon Edel, ~
1963) , P • 63 .

1

Jarres, (New Jersey : Prentice- Hall Inc .,
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In relations between the individual and society, man faced

a choice according to Janes , bet~een life and death of the
consciousness .

To choose life was to accept responsibility , to

give one' s self to others , to resist the terrptation to see others
as "types" and use them as such.

To

choose death was to think

only of others in terms of one ' s own self, to use them, and to
turn one' s back on experience.

To Janes , sin and evil consisted

of the deliberate denial of eXl)erience; a concentration on tne
self and the exclusion of other people and of the "use" of other
individuals for selfish reasons without concern for their
fulfillrrent as individuals • It ;'las actually J arres ' s idea of
sin and evil that he separated and called "rodes of intervention."
He coni>ined the m:::xies of intervention with the dorrrant quality

in evecy human being to becorre an eirotional cannibal, placed
individuals 1n conflictin?; social relationships and character
qualities and throu~1 his ·11ork revealed his therre of erwtional
cannibalism which he felt was native to any race , age , creed, in
any era of civilization.

'Ihrougnout evecy treatrrent of JanBs ' s

basi c therre he added the rich, corrplicated strain of' his ironic
synpathy ; for in this "un- ideal" world, the ideal "living" conscious
could never achieve its fulfilllrents , while the selfish consciousness
shriveled like a rotten nut in its concentration on itself.

1 Hall,

21?..• cit ., p . 233.

1
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'lhe works discussed in this paper have shovm that this struggle
Janes dealt with was one between the consciousness which SOU@:lt to
fulfill itself ideally and society which atte!Tl)ted to rold the
consciousness into its finite pattern. Janes ' s :realization of
the corrupt society be portrayed as well as his :realization of the
subtle trethods by which society SOU@'lt to conquer the individual.
Janes' s thetre showed him to be a man deeply concerned and involved
with the problems of his age , His view of the erotional cannibal
was both tragic and ironic: Tragic because the individual ITll.lSt
be defeated in his Irotrent of victory in his :refusal to bend to
custom; ironic because society ITD.lSt crush him and thereby in its
victory , hasten its own disinterg;t'ation and collaose. 1 Henry Janes
was constantly in search of a way of life which would enrich the
consciousness and would swiftly make one aware of the vibrant facets
of the experience of living.

He was searching for a way of life

which would subordiante all others erotions , desires , and purposes,
to the erotion of co!Tl)assion.

Janes felt that tenderness toward

other people was a true grace , and its greatest fruit was the power
to fathom, with pellucid clarity of mind, the world in which we live . 2

l Ibid., p. 234 .
2

Andreas , ~• cit ., p. 9.
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Prior to 1940, Jarres was an unpopular Alrerican writer because his
readers felt that he was criticizing Anerican society but after
1940, re- readings and re-evaluations of Jarres ' s works revealed
that J arres was rrerely physo-analyzing his characters to prove that
the norays of society make all people to a great extent enotional
cannibals. 1

l Zabel' 2E.• cit . p . xiii
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